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d · T'ang grave and published as a Hellenistic piece exported to the covere m a I' d ' 
Far East (82) . This vase, 24 cm. ~igh and. probafbly of ckleafr .g ass! IS covered w

h 
Ith 

d k . t It s rface is embel1!shed with a ret-wor T neze mterrupte tree ar T pam. s u . . . . f' d . d b 
times by medallions enclosing claSSIClStiC. heads m pro !le an . accompame y 

almettes and blossoms. The design is aCId etche~ (perhaps heightened by some 
Phi . ) Below the rim are 3 prunts with masks. Apart from the aCId w ee engravmg . f d . 

h · d th overall painted surface - both features never oun on anCient etc mg an e . h ( 83 ) 
glass - the vase has a markedly late 19th-century, retrospective c aracter . 

There are at least 2 close parallels known. One, more elongated and of 
1 h h a Surface treated in a similar fashion; the decoratIOn consists of ova s ape, as . . Id b d d 

'd t h d medallions with en-face heads wlthm a shou er an, arca es at 
~~tto~ \~d festoons on the upper portion as well as 3 applied .knobs (fig. 8). 
The other vessel, in shape almost identical to the Toronto V.ase, IS also decorated 

. hi' . t ' h ads I'n profile superimposed - together With Rococo cartouches Wit c aSSlClS 1C e, . 11 
- on a cross-hatched frieze (fig. 14). The oval vase belongs t~ a pnvate co ector 
. h US ' b th this piece and the Toronto Vase almost certamly come from the 
m t e t'" kOnown workshop that appears to have operated about 1900. The same ye un , f . C . . 
othe; vase was made by Frederick Carder at the Steuben actory m ormng m 
the 1920's ( 84). Thus of 3 closely related glass vessels only one assumed, for 

k to us a new identity A fourth glass more distantly related to reasons un -nown , '. . 
this group is a small cup with an acid-etched fneze apparently representmg 
amazones (85). 

A cylindrical beaker with thick walls and a mold~d decoration in hig.h relief 
with a eometric, fret-like pattern terminating at t~p ~n 4 knobs . ends thiS seri es 
of obje!ts. Its surface has a rough and pitted, ceramic-like texture m sandy brown. 
It was said to be a « very ancient Chinese» glass vessel althou~h no scholar ~o 

h ' t as shown was reportedly able to g ive exact mformatlOn o~ the sty e 
w om I w f h . I I d that It was not or date of the piece. An examination 0 t e matena revea e d 

lass but a faience-like ceramic compound. Surface structure, beaker-shape an 
fhe retrospective style of the decoration .remi.nd one :trongly of certam creat~~~~ 
of French Art Nouveau craftsmen workmg m ceramics and pates-de-verre a 
the turn of the century. 

. f h' been purchased in ( 2) It came to the Royal Ontario Museum In 1920 a ter aVIng
p 

A G reek 
the Far-East by a co llector presumably some til~e befor~ ~~~; .y~fr ;1. ' v. I~~~~~R<~ , « Glass 
Glass Vase from China », Bdgt . Mag., XLI, 192-, PP: 2 5. _" . 
Finds at Gord ion », J.G.S. , I, 1959, p. 43, note 95 , With bib!. 11 . . lV/oIU 

. H ' t th H e en/sllc v , ( 83 ) M RosTOVTZEFF T he Social Clnd Economic IStory 0 e holars 
. , .. h ht b 0 e competent sc O xford, 1941 , In, p. 1408, note 164 : the piece « ... IS t oug Y s m 

to be of modern manufacture» . h vases 
(84) Mr Carder told me that he did not know the manufactu rer of the 2 ot er . 

. S kh I 193? I J[ . Ab b. 10. (8" ) J-{allwylskCI Sammlingen, Gmpp LllT, toc 0111, _ , p. . .. 
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THE GLASS SCENE IN BRITAIN : 
FROM CRAFT INDUSTRY TO ARTIST'S CRAFT 

by 

Wendy EVANS 

This is an attempt to g ive an overall survey of what is going on in a number 
of directions in the realm of creative g lassmaking and glass working in Britain 
today. Firstly because, as a historian, I feel that it is important to g ive the basic 
facts as objectively as possible: each artist or movement has its passionate admir
ers, but few people are lucky enough to know what is going on over the whole 
area. I am, in a sense, in a unique position in that, working at the centre of the 
British glass industry, I have made many friends amongst fellow g lass addicts _ 
from industry, in technology and among artists from inside and outside the 
industry. I stress that the views expressed in this paper are my Own _ based on 
many years of talking about g lass with many people. 

The second reason for this survey is because it raises points which I feel may 
have relevance elsewhere and which are important to think about _ particularly 
the position of the artist and the craftsman in the context of modern industry. 
There is no answer yet, but it is important for a number of us to go on working 
for one. 

The g lass world in Britain today is complex. Huge industrial concerns control 
the flat (building) glass and g lass container industries, the manipulation of g lass 
for motor cars and supersonic aircraft, the manufacture of borosilicate g lass from 
casseroles to chemical plant, and the production of glass fibre and all the g lass 
components for the electrical and electronic industries. These are the g iants. Their 
slightest actions are widely reported (especially when tragic or astounding) and 
they assume a huge and rather vacant personality like the statue of Colossus . 
These giants exist in all our countries and there are even larger ones in other 
industries. « We petty men » walk under their huge legs and peep about _ 
not' to find ourselves dishonourable graves ' as Shakespeare wrote, but sometimes 
wondering where we fit in - or indeed if we want to fit in. 

. Remembering that giants can be friendly and misunderstood , and that they 
eXist because the climate suits them, I shall ignore them, proceed to « another 
part of the forest» and consider the kind of glass with which the artist or designer 
IS personally involved . 
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All branches of the glass industcy in Britain today are highly competitive 
and essentially commercial. Designers are much involved with technical problems 
of mass production, whether achieved by machines or by the traditional manual 
« craft» skills of glass blowers and glass cutters. The hand-made industry accounts 
for a very small percentage of the glass produced in Britain : 19 of which produce 
some kind of domestic glass. Our world famous Full Lead Crystal Glass (with 
a minimum PbO content of 30 '% ) is made by 7 firms e) and is usually decorated 
with deep cutting, sometimes with intaglio or copper-wheel engraving. 

An interesting development is that five new firms (2) have set up glassworks 
to produce hand-made glass, away from established glassmaking centres. Helped 
by regional development grants, they are also able to establish their own traditions 
with both labour and methods of manufacture and evolve particular styles . Of 
the three companies in Scotland, two are very small and specialize in paperweights. 
The third produces blown forms of various kinds and has set up an engraving 
studio where the designer-engraver experiments with various forms of decoration 
and has also started making some interesting paperweights. These like some of 
the engraving are in limited editions. A new young glass making community is 
growing up around this factory in Wick, with a very good team spirit. Several 
art school trained engravers now work there and have managed to find a way 
of responding to the conditions and atmosphere of a glass factory. (The company 
has recently opened a small glassworks on the West coast, at Oban, designed to 
manufacture for the touri~t trade and to employ local labour.) The two new 
English factories also seem to be establishing their own «handwriting ». They 
are both now associated with well-established pottery firms. The one in N orth 
Devon is connected with the Dartington Hall Trust. It started with a largely 
Swedish labour force, now assimilated into the local community from which an 
increasing number of workers are drawn. The glassworks at Kings Lynn, a former 
glassmaking area on the East coast, was started by an ex- Royal College of Art 
tutor and glass seller, R. Stennet-Willson, and has recently become part of the 
huge Wedgwood empire. This trend for small factories to become part of larger 
commercial empires will, I think, continue and may allow for much needed capital 
expansion. 

The designer in the hand-made industry has probably trained at an art school 
but will find that much time is now taken up with problems connected with 
training, production and marketing. Of course, designers employed in the industry 
are often artist-craftsmen in their own right (and in their own leisure time). 

One should mention W.J. Wilson of Whitefriars Glass, who was one of 
the first people to re-discover the art of diamond point engraving in Britain, 

(1) Edinburgh Crystal G lass Co ., Stevens & Williallls Ltd ., The Stourbridge Glass 
Co . Ltd ., Stuart & Sons Ltd. , Webb Corbett Ltd. , Thos. Webb & Sons, Whitefriars Glass Ltd. 

(2) Strathearn Glass Ltd. , and Perthshire Paperweights, (both of Crieff, Perhshire) , 
Caithness Gl ass Ltd., Wick, Caithness; D artington Glass Ltd., Torrington, D evon, and 
W edgwood G lass, King's Lynn, Norfolk. 
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and his colleague Geoffrey Baxter (product of glass deco f k h 
the Royal College of Art, where he also taught for a whral l)ngMwor ' S ops and 
b 1 d · fie. ary Stevens a 

ott e eSlgner or our largest glass container group al . . ' 
d . ' so IS an accomplished 

engraver an two years ago started the first non-vocational classes in 1 
. fo lit . d g ass engrav-mg r ay peop e a an evenIng a ult education college in London. 

. We ?ave no school devoted entirely to .glass, but there are three art coIle es 
With speClalrst glass departments. These are unportant in the context of th' g 
because of their relationship to industry and to the indivl'dllal a t' t IfS paper f h r IS -cra tsmen 
most 0 w om are p~oducts of these schools. (There are also a number of ar~ 
coll~ges that teach staIned. glass, and several which are building small «studio» 
tank furnaces and hop to mclude glass as part of their studies of materials .) 

Stourbridge C~llege. of Art was established in 1848 «to promote a taste in 
the fIne arts espeClally In their application to manufacture and design ». With 
the encoura~ement ~f the local glass industry, the glass department graduall 
developed , ll1stalled Its first furnace in the '30 's and built a fully equipped ne: 
department In 1956. It has two pot furnaces, a permanent glass blower and two 
~m~ll tank furnaces. It IS now run by Miss Rene Stevens who used to be d . 
m ll1dustry, and her staff. ' a eSlgner 

The ~lass Department at the Edinburgh College of Art was started in the 
early 1940 s by Helen Monro (Mrs. Helen Turner Monro) as a result of a 
travellll1g fellowship ,:hich had enabled her to go to Stuttgart and Sheffield to 
~a~n about the techl11ques and technology of g lass . For long this department 

a . to. conc~ntrate on the various «cold» techniques of working on glass 
~:Jll1nll1g With copper wheel ~ngraving they moved on to grinding, sandblastin~ 

out towards the Wider honzons of glass working. It was not until after about 
twe~ty-flve years of a~krng and planning that the D epartment was able to install 
pot urn aces and acquire a master glassblower. John Lawrie who now takes over 
the department, ?as. also built a smaal tank furnace. He is a speciallist in the 
a
W
rchl

k
tectural applICatIons of g lass and also works with Mrs . Turner at the Juniper 

or ' shops. 

L There is also an Industrial Glass Department at the Royal College of Art 
St~~~dn, ~latlng fr0111 the post-1945 era . . Like Edinburgh, this college has a separat~ 
on th ass Departme?t which now ll1corporates acrylics and really is working 
f e nature of matenals. The Industrial Glass Department now has two pot 
urn aces and two small tank furnaces, plus a glassblower and his assistant. 

('1) Slides were shown illustrat" g tl . ·k f' . . ' 
the text and the followin' .. 111 . le WOI 0 altlsts and deSigners mentwned 111 
(Thos. W bb g In additIOn. Dlllon Clarke (The Glasshouse) , David Hamlllond 
The Glass~ )' ~~s) , Sllnon Pearce (The Glasshouse), Jiri Suhajek (Czech student at 
Wainwri htouse , . 0 In Teriss (Caithness Glass) , Frank Thrower (Dartington Glass) , Ken 
Art 1 . g (tutOI at Edinburgh College of Art) and students of Edinburgh College of 

, elCester College of Arts, the Roya l College of Art, StoUl'bridge College of Art. 
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Until they got their own furnaces, students from Edinburgh and the R.CA. , 
used to go to Stourbridge College of Art for a few weeks each year to work with 
the master glassblower on their designs. In this way keen students learnt about 
glass and glassblowing and learned to handle the molten metal by assisting the 
craftsman. Sensitive students of this era valued the growth of a very close working 
partnership with a master craftsman, and such collaboration produced some inter
esting and beautiful work. But I think it fair to add that experience of this 
rarified situation could frustrate the student later if he was not helped to realize 
that, even if this partnership should occur again in industry, new elements of 
« timing» and the « rhythm of production» would enter into the picture -
elements completely absent in an art school situation. 

Some of the early post-war art school graduates did go into industry, while 
others have built up successful practices as artist-craftsmen specializing in decor
ative techniques, particularly copper-wheel engraving. Among such are Jane 
Webster, who trained as a sculptor before coming to glass engraving via StOllf
bridge College of Art and the R.CA., and who now specializes in engraving on 
blocks of optical glass worked to her own design. Norman Orr, who worked 
with a firm of glass decorators before going to Edinburgh College of Art as a 
« mature student », produces work of a lyrical quality - getting his inspiration 
from wild life, literature and folklore. One should mention another engraver 
here, Peter Dreiser, a German who was trained at the school at Rheinbach and 
who has been working in Britain for fifteen years. He is constantly experimenting 
and has done some interesting carving using various unconventional wheels on 
his lathe. 

A number of graduates returned to the art colleges to teach and continue 
their experimental work. Among these were Michael Harris, long on the staff 
of the R.CA., who specialized inu decorative techniques with industrial applica
tions (including enamelling on bent flat glass and photolithography). After some 
earlier experimental work in Yugoslavia, he has now managed to start and run 
his own small glassworks in Malta - doing much of the blowing himself and 
producing what I think is accomplished and distinctly promising pieces with a 
definite feeling of Malta. The glassworks at Rabat has fitted into the local scene 
and the work is sold to tourists and abroad . 

Eric Hilton, a graduate from Edinburgh, taught first at Stourbridge, then 
at Birmingham (where he established a glass department without the usual equip
ment). He is currently at the University of Vancouver. 

It was always rather a mystery to me as to why students, faced with a gla~s 
furnace glowing mysteriously but invitingly within their own departments, did 
not grasp the blowing iron until they could produce their own pieces. To be 
accurate, a few did, but it was somehow felt that it was not quite the thing to do. 
Perhaps there was something inhibiting in working under the eye of an old 
master craftsman who had served such a long apprenticeship? Did the student 
feel privileged to assist but incompetent to do what he or she wanted to do? 
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Fig. 1 

I 
Fig. 2 

glas I am sure that this may explain in part some of the popularity of the « studio 
LittISe~o:fveme~t .whlch made Its first impact on the British students when Harvey 
wh ecture 111 London. One of hiS early students at Wisconsin Sam Herman 
and

o ~ame over on a Fulbright grant to Edinburgh in 1965, later ~ent to R.CA: 
which a~:SI~ to b~lld a small tank furnace and lehr alongside the two pot furnaces 
«stud' een 1I1staIled a year or two earlier. There are now two of these 
imm dJO » ltanks. The Idea of being able, or rather feeling free to do it yourself 

elate y caught on. ' 
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Stourbridge College of Art now has a small tank in the charge of George 
Elliott who, after Stourbridge and the R.CA., worked at Hadeland, Holmegaard 
and Stevens & Williams lighting factory. H aving thus previously acquired some 
blowing skills, he is now an enthusiastic studio glassmaker. He is particularly 
adept at building and, perhaps more to the point, making furnaces work. Glass 
furnaces have always been a bit of a mystery and even with today's instrumentation 
control and special pure refractory materials, there is an art in making them work 
effectively and economically. George Elliott has built several furnaces including 
portable ones that can be set up for short periods : he was, for instance, making 
glass on the fringe of this year's Aldeburgh Festival. 

Many general art colleges showed an initial interest in these small tank 
furnaces, amongst them being the Ceramics Department at Leicester College of 
Art. John Cook, a lively-minded graduate from R.CA. (with a wide interest in 
all kinds of glass, including lampworking and collecting old bottles, and a variety 
of experience, including three months in Prague and three months at Venini in 
Venice) took charge of the Leicester furnace last year. Originally in a corner of 
the pottery studio, he has now taken over a shed for his two tanks, two chairs, 
lehr, grinding equipment and very useful Italian blow-torch . 

One of the Leicester ceramics students hazarded all and did virtually all glass 
for his Diploma show, passing brilliantly. He went some 100 miles at weekends 
to find a glassblower in a factory to work with. (Yet another illustration of the 
fact that emerged so often during my researches, that if you really want to work 
with glass on your own terms you will find a way of doing so.) 

The most ambitious outcome of the Studio Glass Movement is « The Glass
house ». This is a private venture run by the Director and the Chairman of the 
Crafts Centre of Great Britain and Sam Herman, and adjoins the Crafts Centre, 
in the Covent Garden market are, which is gradually to become an arts area in 
the centre of London. Neat and compact, the Glasshouse combines a showroom 
in front with glassworking area behind . The studio manager was, until recently, 
Pauline Solven, who followed early promise at Stourbridge with a period at the 
R.CA. the end of which saw the arrival of the Studio Glass Movement and then 
worked for seven months in Sweden with Asa Brandt at Torchela. The idea is 
that the Glasshouse shall be the centre of studio glassmaking and that people 
can both sell their work there and hire furnace time. (One wonders how th is 
will work out with regard to changing colours and radical experiments.) 

But there are many ways of thinking about glass - many thoughts that 
come to one in the presence of hot glass and many situations in life that provoke 
a glassy response. Different kinds of answer predominate at different periods, 
but they weave in and out continuously. Journalists and publicists are apt to pounce 
on the most obvious statements to decry or lionize, but a chronicler should try 
and record the presence of them all. 

I have briefly mentioned that some people, despite the time and patience 
required to acquire the art, practice copper-wheel engraving. There is also con-
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 
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siderable interest in engraving using somt kind of flexible drive hand-held tool 
ranging from a dental drill to a power tool. Many engravers who normally us~ 
traditional means are examining the effects of such tools, but one should par
ticularly mention John Hutton who has done a lot of architectural treatments, 
including the West Window of Coventry Cathedral, and who positively rejoices 
in the runaway and carving effects possible with this tool. One can also say that 
there is a definitely growing interest in diamond point engraving in Britain, for 
which Full Lead Crystal glass is usually employed as other glasses are too brittle. 
Practioners are largely self-taught, and there is a great variety of standards, but 
a number of high ones. This form of engraving gives a feeling of direct com
munication, as for the poet or the musician. 

The doyen is Laurence Whistler, who is acutely conscious of the various 
surfaces of a piece of glass, its innate perspectives, its transparency and light
carrying . His son Simon, a musician , and William Meadows, who came to the 
art through collecting glass, have both found their response in this type of 
engraving. David Peace, a town planner, makes caligraphy and glass seem the 
most inevitable combination in a twentieth century situation. 

There would seem to be two ways in which the artist is involved with glass 
today. Those I have covered so far , have been more or less part of the artist
craftsman movement. How does the artist fit in with the technological situation 
of glass in 1970? The last few examples I will cite may point to some answer. 
A particularly encouraging Instance is the co-operation between the producers of 
pure fused silica, Thermal Syndicate, and artists and architects . This very special 
glass, almost entirely Si02 and with virtually no co-efficient of expansion, is 
usually used for chemically and industrial equipment, is ideal for architectural 
cladding, lighting and heati ng and is being developed by Steven Edwards working 
in conjunction with interested artists, among whom might mention Peter Tysoe. 

It surprised me how often people working in glass, from engravers to studio 
glassmakers, have been trained as sculptors. Another new approach to glass is 
by those people who are using it as a sculptural medium, pure and simple, and 
perhaps only for a while and not in the sense of a lifetime's commitment. This 
work is in tune with the technology of the 1970's, drawing inspiration from the 
turbine blade, or the huge pure lumps of optical glass which could not have been 
made before. Among those working in this vei n are Harry Seager, who exploits 
the stacking effects of templates of flat glass, and who may have already finished 
with glass. Rory McEwen uses severe pieces of optical glass sometimes combined 
with dichroic optical coatings. His work has a tremendous feeling of the ultimate 
cool of present day optical science. Roddy Friend, an interesting recent graduate 
from the Stained Glass Department of the R.C.A. is also fascinated by the optical 
qualities of glass . 

But the keying of architectural and sculptural glass to technological develop
ment does not mean that the result is the obedient product of industry. In fact, 
many of the products are far more shocking and disturbing than free-blown glass. 
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The ~lready-formed , quality-controlled, surface-perfected products of indu 
explOited to. the Nth degree, or contorted as the individual asserts his m' d stry are 
the automatic product of a machine. 111 agamst 

One of the teachers at Stourbridge College of Art Keith C . . 
encouragi g h . . . , ummll1gs IS 

n , or per aps even mCltll1g, some very interesting work fr ' h' 
students by . trying to ~u.sh them ~ver the brink of perception. « The r~~:i l~s 
that of freeing the mdl~ld~al creative ability from individual skills is ' the m!ve~ 
ment from hand to bra 10 . As such it is part of a world wl'de mo . d d ' h - vement 10 art 
an eSlgn, were modern technology makes it possible for the thought to b ~ 
the form, and. the point is worth making that it is not just the newer ma~;~·I~e 
wfhlCh are taking part in this movement, but also a material with a provena~ac~ 
o many thousand years.» 

I feel that this is the. spirit in which technology and art may be able to work 
out a new modus v[v~ndl and produce not only new art but also the possibility 
of hnew l~dustf1al deSign. I am rather concerned when the research scientist and 
tee nologlst dISCover new glasses and ~ew ways of dealing with glass and the 
artist does not seem Il1terested 10 showmg him what to do with his inventions 
but prefers to .keep on discovering the wheel. At the moment work sparked od 
by t.echnology IS conflOed to the abstract and the architectural but I cannot help 
feelmg that when such movements begin to grow alongside 'normal glass disci
PhllOes o.f glass working, glassmaking and glass decoration something might 

appen 111 the way of cross-fertilisation. ' 
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